Effects of N-terminal extension peptides on the structure and stability of bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor studied by 1H n.m.r.
Four N-terminal extended species of the wild-type bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor (WT-BPTI), Arg-BPTI (1-BPTI), Met-Glu-Ala-Glu-BPTI (4-BPTI), Ser-Ile-Glu-Gly-Arg-BPTI (5-BPTI) and Gly-Ser-Ile-Glu-Gly-Arg-BPTI (6-BPTI) have been studied by 1H n.m.r. The overall structure of the protein is largely unaffected by the addition of extension peptides. pH titration effects on the C-terminal Ala 58 H beta chemical shift indicate that the structure of 1-BPTI at neutral pH is very similar to that of the WT protein, with a salt bridge between the main chain terminal charges. A salt bridge interaction is prevented by addition of the longer extension peptides. Temperature stabilities are measured by high temperature hydrogen isotope exchange and by microcalorimetry. The stability of 1-BPTI is equal to that of WT-BPTI. A slight decrease in stability is observed for longer extensions, following the order WT-BPTI = 1-BPTI < 5-BPTI = 6-BPTI < 4-BPTI. Small changes in chemical shift are observed for 30 invariant resonances in 4-, 5- and 6-BPTI and for a subset of this group in 1-BPTI. These protons are distributed over about half of the BPTI molecule. The size of the chemical shift changes for many resonances follow the same ranking as the temperature stability. The chemical shift effects are attributed to charge and dielectric effects from extension peptides that probably share a common orientation on the surface of BPTI.